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NATURE OF PETITION TO INITIATE RULEMAKING
This petition for agency action under FS 120.54(7)(a), FS 120.54(14), FS 1.01(3) addresses
the failure of the Commissioner of the Department of Education (Commissioner) to fully implement
the mandates of FS 1006.31(4)(c), FS 1003.42(2)(k), and FS 1003.47, specifically, the humane
education, kindness to animals, and anti-vivisection/biological experimentation components of the
Florida K-12 educational system. This Petition also seeks appropriate remedial instruction or
discipline of former Hawthorne High School Principal Robert Craig and FFA teacher Allen Shaw.
Under the Act, the legislature has charged the Department of Education and its instructional
materials committee with this duty:
1006.31 Duties of each state instructional materials committee.--The duties of
each state instructional materials committee are:
(4) EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS.--To evaluate carefully
all instructional materials submitted, to ascertain which instructional materials, if any,
submitted for consideration best implement the selection criteria developed by the
commissioner and those curricular objectives included within applicable performance
standards provided for in s. 1001.03(1).
(c) When recommending instructional materials for use in the schools, each
committee shall require such materials as it deems necessary and proper to
encourage thrift, fire prevention, and humane treatment of people and animals.
FS 1006.31(4)(c) (emphasis added).
Also applicable are FS 1003.42(2)(k) and FS 1001.01(2), stating:
1003.42 Required instruction.-(1) Each district school board shall provide all courses required for middle
grades promotion, high school graduation, and appropriate instruction designed to
ensure that students meet State Board of Education adopted standards in the following
subject areas: reading and other language arts, mathematics, science, social studies,
foreign languages, health and physical education, and the arts.
(2) Members of the instructional staff of the public schools, subject to the
rules of the State Board of Education and the district school board, shall teach
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efficiently and faithfully, using the books and materials required that meet the highest
standards for professionalism and historic accuracy, following the prescribed courses
of study, and employing approved methods of instruction, the following:
(k) Kindness to animals.
1000.01 The Florida K-20 education system; technical provisions.
(1) NAME. Chapters 1000 through 1013 shall be known and cited as the
“Florida K-20 Education Code.”
(2) LIBERAL CONSTRUCTION. The provisions of the Florida K-20
Education Code shall be liberally construed to the end that its objectives may be
effected. It is the legislative intent that if any section, subsection, sentence, clause, or
provision of the Florida K-20 Education Code is held invalid, the remainder of the
code shall not be affected.
No rules have been enacted to administer FS 1006.31(4)(c). Accordingly, this document also serves
as a petition to create new rules addressing important humane educational practices in schools
through the State of Florida.
While the Science Specifications 2009, at 243-44, provide passing acknowledgement of
humane principles, evidently amiss are those rules that would otherwise have prevented the
disrespectful handling of birds and animal cruelty inflicted at the hands of Hawthorne High School
students enrolled in Mr. Allen Shaw’s FFA class through its “Broiler Project,” the catalyst for this
petition. The specifications state:
H. HUMANITY AND COMPASSION
Portrayal of the appropriate care and treatment of people and animals must include
compassion, sympathy, and consideration of their needs and values and exclude
hard-core pornography and inhumane treatment.
See Florida Statutes 1003.42; 1006.31(4)(c); 1006.34(2)(b).
Inclusion of compassion. When providing examples in narrative or visuals, materials
sometimes depict the care and treatment of people and animals. Generally, this means
showing in some way a measure of compassion, sympathy, or consideration of their
needs and feelings.
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Exclusion of inhumanity. In the context of personal and family values, Florida expressly
prohibits material containing hard-core pornography. In addition, although the definition
of inhumane treatment can sometimes appear to be controversial, as in science research,
there is general agreement that instructional materials should not advocate any form of
inhumane treatment.
As with the evaluation of multicultural representation, it is important to consider the
context of the subject and the age and abilities of the students.

See 243-44 (Science Specs 2009).
Media extensively covered the filing of felony animal cruelty charges by Assistant State
Attorney Geoffrey C. Fleck against Hawthorne High School students Patrick Ruebin Dougan and
Robert Sylvester Gordon, Jr. on May 29, 2009. Though dismissed by nolle prosequi on Dec. 7, 2009
due to ostensible lack of evidence, that Mr. Dougan and Mr. Gordon will not face criminal charges
does not obviate critical consideration of the issues motivating this petition. Exh. A (Amended
Information and Nolle Prosequi). For if the State Attorney found the sufficiently atrocious
misconduct to constitute adequate grounds to pursue felony charges against eighteen-year-olds in the
brutal killing of a chicken, though bound by the most onerous burden of proof, that action alone
commends serious, independent examination by the Commissioner. Exh. B (Activity Card and State
Attorney’s Summary of Incident). By contrast, the petitioners do not ask the Department to expel or
punish Mr. Dougan and Mr. Gordon. Instead, they implore it to follow statutory mandates to ensure
that no situation as occurred at Hawthorne High School ever recurs.
The incident video reviewed by Mr. Fleck, Alachua County Animal Control, and Dr. Duncan
(letter submitted herein) is found on CD accompanying this petition in various formats. Reviewers
may also access the video by clicking on the hyperlinked image below or by directing an internet
browser to www.upc-online.org/hawthorne/ :
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The Activity Card completed by
y Officer J. Ritchie
R
reve als the following importaant details:
I spoke to thee Principal Craig
C
and he was unawa re of the video or that thhere were anny
animals located on school grounds. … We spo ke to Allen Shaw the teacher of thhe
FFA program about the incident.
i
Mrr. Shaw did say that theey were teacching the kidds
how to properly kill and prepare chiccken they haad raised. I explained abbout the videeo
to Mr. Shaw and he waas unaware that the in cident had happened. … Mr. Shaw
w
explained thaat he has 40
0 students in
n that class and that he helped eachh student kiill
their chicken and prepare it. Mr. Sh
haw stated that he must have been busy helpinng
another studeent when thee incident occcurred. Mr. Shaw clearlly stated thaat the way thhe
chicken was killed was no
ot an approv
ved method taught in thiss class.
Exh. B, Activity Card. Ritchey and
a investigaator Lin Santterfeit add:
Myself and Investigator Santerfeit th
hen went andd spoke to Mr. Allen Shhaw who waas
the teacher of the FFA cllass. While we
w waited for class to get out we nooticed that thhe
location of the video wass directly ou
utside of the rear classroom door. T
The Livestocck
Pavilion was at the same angle as the video.
Exh. B, Sworn Statement, 09-27
724. In an em
mail to Mr. Fleck, Ofc. Ritchey statees:
The school Never knew about
a
it till we
w told them
m. In fact the principal at the schoool,
even after he saw the video,
v
said that there were no animals houseed on schoool
grounds. Yet we walked out back of the school and found a large chickken house thaat
had two chickens living it.
i
Exh. B, Ritchey to Fleck email of
o Jul. 17, 2009.
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Mr. Shaw’s Broiler Project describes the purported “humane processing” of the grown
chicks, from restraint through dislocation and butchering. Exh. C (Project Description, care of
Alachua County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office, public records request of Karen Davis).
Though Mr. Shaw’s students supposedly received written instructional materials governed by the
State Instructional Materials Committee (“SIMC”) and FS 1006.31, state law concerning biological
experiments on living subjects also applies, per FS 1003.47, which states in relevant part:
Biological experiments on living subjects.
(1) It is the intent of the Legislature with respect to biological experiments
involving living subjects by students in grades K through 12 that:
(a) No surgery or dissection shall be performed on any living mammalian
vertebrate or bird. Dissection may be performed on nonliving mammals or birds
secured from a recognized source of such specimens and under supervision of
qualified instructors. Students may be excused upon written request of a parent.
…
(c) Nonmammalian vertebrates, excluding birds, may be used in biological
experiments, provided that physiological harm does not result from such experiments.
Anatomical studies shall only be conducted on models that are anatomically correct
for the animal being studied or on nonliving nonmammalian vertebrates secured and
from a recognized source of such specimens and under the supervision of qualified
instructors. Students may be excused from such experiments upon written request of
the parent.
…
(g) All experiments shall be carried out under the supervision of a
competent science teacher who shall be responsible for ensuring that the student
has the necessary comprehension for the study to be undertaken. Whenever
feasible, specifically qualified experts in the field should be consulted.
(h) Live animals on the premises of public and private elementary,
middle, and high schools shall be housed and cared for in a humane and safe
manner. Animals shall not remain on the premises of any school during periods
when such school is not in session, unless adequate care is provided for such
animals.
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(2) The provisions of this section shall not be construed to prohibit or
constrain conventional instruction in the normal practices of animal husbandry
or exhibition of any livestock in connection with any agricultural program or
instruction of advanced students participating in advanced research, scientific studies,
or projects.
(3) If any instructional employee of a public high school or career center
knowingly or intentionally fails or refuses to comply with any of the provisions
of this section, the district school board may suspend, dismiss, return to annual
contract, or otherwise discipline such employee as provided in s. 1012.22(1)(f) in
accordance with procedures established in chapter 1012. If any instructional
employee of any private school knowingly or intentionally fails or refuses to comply
with the provisions of this section, the governing authority of the private school may
suspend, dismiss, or otherwise discipline such employee in accordance with its
standard personnel procedures.
Deposed as part of the criminal prosecution were two Hawthorne High School students,
Samantha Faircloth and Rodney Tillman. Exh. D (Faircloth Dep.); Exh. E (Tillman Dep.). Ms.
Faircloth describes Mr. Shaw’s humane “method” as follows:
Q. Okay. Did you recall your teacher, Mr. Shaw, demonstrating, before the class
started, how to properly kill a chicken?
A. Yeah.
Q. How was that?
A. He just like grabbed his head and his feet and just popped the head out of place
and then threw it in the bucket until it died.
Faircloth Dep., at 10:9-16 (emphasis added, confirming that Mr. Shaw did not ensure prompt
euthanasia). She adds, on cross-examination:
Q. When the kids were throwing the chicken in the bucket, were the chickens alive?
A. They were like yeah; but they were like I guess the nerves, like they were like
Q. They were flopping around; right?
A. Yeah.
Q. Even when Mr. Shaw popped the chicken’s neck and threw him in the bucket, the
chicken was flopping around?
A. Yeah.
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Id., at 12:5-14. On this point, note Dr. Duncan’s commentary that suffering cannot be ascertained by
viewing the body; instead, scrutinizing the head matters fundamentally. Student Rodney Tillman
comments on the class as well:
Q. Can you please tell me what you saw?
…
A. It was a project in ag class, and everybody was popping chickens’ necks. It was a
class grade. And it just got a little out of hand, and people started pulling heads off
completely.
Tillman Dep., at 4:9-17. Noting that the decapitation by Mr. Gordon was not exclusive to him, Mr.
Tillman adds:
A. Mr. Shaw instructed us how to do it, and we just took it too far by, you know,
pulling the heads off way too hard.
Q. Okay. Where was Mr. Shaw when all these heads were popping off? Was he in a
place where he couldn’t see this?
A. I think his back was turned.
Id., at 10:1-7. Though Mr. Shaw will self-servingly claim that he never would have authorized
decapitation had he seen the students using excessive force, undisputedly Mr. Shaw never saw Mr.
Gordon and Mr. Dougan kill one chicken by throwing her into the ground, much less attempt
dislocation because his “back was turned.” Indeed, with forty students and over twenty chickens to
be killed in a fifty-minute class, complete with Mr. Shaw instructing on how to clean and dress the
chickens after killing, moving inside and outside the building (see Tillman Dep., 14:2-7), with many
students (see Mr. Tillman’s reference to “we”) taking it “too far,” Mr. Shaw clearly did not have
sufficient time or control over the class room, creating an environment posing a significant risk of
animal cruelty.
Two world-renowned experts asked to watch the Robert Gordon and Patrick Dougan video,
Dr. Nedim C. Buyukmihci, Emeritus Professor of Veterinary Medicine at University of California at
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Davis, and Dr. Ian J.H. Duncan, Professor Emeritus in Animal Welfare at the University of Guelph’s
Ontario Agriculture College Department of Animal and Poultry Science, offered comments
signifying precisely why Mr. Shaw’s Broiler Project violates FS 1006.41 (SIMC humane education
protocol), 1003.42 (kindness to animals component), and 1003.47 (biological experiments).
Dr. Duncan states, in relevant part:
I have watched the video entitled “Chicken Bashing at Hawthorne High
School” several times. In my opinion, the actions shown depict gross cruelty. This
opinion seems to be shared by at least one of the children observing the actions since
I could hear the words “…terrible cruelty…” in the background.
…
I am shocked that school children would be given access to live animals without any
apparent supervision. In my opinion the teacher “in charge” should be held at least
partly responsible for this act of cruelty.
…
The usual way for farmers to kill chickens is to dislocate the neck. It is quite a
skilled technique to do this properly, and I really do not think that school children
should be attempting this procedure. … [Cervical dislocation] has always been
thought [] humane i.e. that a bird so treated lost consciousness and died within a few
seconds.
However, recent research completed at Guelph suggests that this is not the
case. … We are now advising all farmers (turkey and chicken) to use this nonpenetrating captive bolt pistol instead of manual dislocation of the neck.
…
However, I have no idea how skilled the pupils were at dislocating necks. If
necks are dislocated at a lower level than the Atlas and Axis, consciousness will last
longer. … It is the head that is experiencing the suffering and it is the head that must
be very closely observed. Our student here in Guelph relied heavily on certain
reflexes including the papillary response to light and the blinking of the nictitating
membrane (the third eyelid in birds) in response to stimulation, to judge whether or
not the birds were conscious and when death occurred.
Exh. F (Duncan Aug. 18, 2010 Letter to Karp).
In light of Dr. Duncan’s comments, there is no evidence that Mr. Shaw taught his students
death verification techniques in order to assess the relative success in “humanely” killing the
chickens each student learned to raise from one-day-old chicks. In this respect, Dr. Buykmihci offers
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highly probative observations on the effectiveness of the technique, even in skilled hands, which
urbanized teenagers assuredly did not possess:
Although cervical dislocation may (this is an important qualification) be an effective
method of killing chickens, it has to be applied properly. Nevertheless, there are no
scientific studies to confirm that this method is truly humane. In fact, loss of
consciousness may not be instantaneous and electrical activity in the brain may
persist for many seconds suggesting that the individual can continue to feel pain and
suffer during this time.1,2,4,5,6 Even if decapitation occurs, this does not result in
instantaneous death and suffering can continue for some seconds.2,3,4,5,6 It is
reasonable to conclude, therefore, that movement on the part of the animals subjected
to these procedures is not simply reflexive and indicates suffering for at least some
time after the procedure.
Because the students were being taught the technique of cervical dislocation, it should
be obvious that no student likely had the skills to “properly” do this procedure. In
cases such as this, professionals such as myself and my colleagues’ recommend that
the birds first be anesthetized. This must be done through acceptable veterinary
methods. In the event of incorrect application, this would allow the instructor the
opportunity to then kill the individual immediately so that suffering will not occur.
Exh. G (Buyukmichi Jun. 17, 2010 Letter to Davis). The last sentence is critical in that Mr. Shaw
was nowhere to be found when Robert Gordon slammed the chicken into the ground after allegedly
dislocating the neck. How many other chickens suffered at the hands of thirty-nine other high
schoolers during Mr. Shaw’s period of distraction? Supervision of the killing procedure was
woefully inadequate. See Exh. B (Supplemental Investigative Narrative, page 1 of 2) (40 students).
The “Broiler Project” violates FS 1003.47(1)(a) in that the forcible restraint and attempted
dislocation of the neck constitutes a form of vivisection. “Dissection,” or anatomization, is defined
as the process of disassembling and observing, cutting apart, or separating tissues. That some
students ripped off the heads of chickens clearly fits within the ambit of prohibited dissection. Even
the act of dislocation, when “properly” performed by very skilled farmers,1 constitutes dissection in

1

See, however, the Aug. 18, 2010 letter of Dr. Duncan and Jun. 17, 2010 letter of Dr. Buyukmihci, calling into doubt the
humanity and effectiveness of cervical dislocation of birds.
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that it, colloquially speaking, results in “breaking the neck” or “snapping the spine.” In separating
the spinal cord from the brain, death purportedly ensues rapidly. When performed on nonliving
animals, this constitutes dissection (and is prohibited by FS 1003.47(1)(a)). Reason dictates that the
prohibition continues when attempted on living animals, except that it is called vivisection.
FS 1003.47(2) does not alter this analysis. First, Mr. Shaw’s course was not part of an
agricultural program or instruction of “advanced” students participating in “advanced” research,
scientific studies, or projects. These were average high schoolers taking an entry-level course. Nor
would slaughtering birds in high school constitute “conventional” instruction, given that the
technique is one utilized by adult, experienced farmers, not children, and certainly not “in
connection with” advanced students participating in advanced research. Lastly, in light of Dr.
Duncan’s reference to recent research, cervical dislocation has proved to be an inhumane method;
instead, nonpenetrating captive bolt or controlled atmospheric euthanasia methods have become the
norm.
JURISDICTION
This petition is filed pursuant to Ch. 120.54 FS and submitted to the Commissioner of the
Department of Education, or his designee, as the person responsible for complying with the
mandates of the Act.
PETITIONER
The petitioners, Floridian Susan Hargreaves and her organization Humane Educators
Reaching Out (“HERO”), as well as Executive Director Karen Davis and her organization United
Poultry Concerns, Inc. (“UPC”), a nonprofit organization incorporated under the laws of Maryland,
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qualify as proper parties under the FAPA. Statements of interest from Hargreaves, HERO, and UPC
follow:
Statement of Substantial Interest (Hargreaves and HERO):
HERO is a Florida-based non-profit organization who partners with the Fund for Abused
Animals to prevent animal abuse and neglect by educating others about the impact their choices have
on other animals and each other. HERO Founder Susan Hargreaves has been working in humane
education for thirty years. Susan immigrated into the United States as a person of “Extraordinary
Ability” in the field of humane education, a category requiring legal proof of practiced expertise,
ability and renown in the top five percent of her field. Currently, Susan is also Director of Education
at Caring Fields Animal Sanctuary in Palm City, Florida, a 26-acre sanctuary for abandoned, abused
or neglected cats and horses. Susan has created a humane education center that offers on-site and
off-site programs aligned with state standards promoting the humane treatment of all species of
animals. Susan has worked with the Palm Beach County Safe Schools Department, Safe Schools
Broward, School Parent Teachers Associations in Miami-Dade County and Broward County,
Healthy Families Broward, Women in Distress, Aid to Victims of Domestic Violence, Children’s
Home Services and Broward County’s School Board Guidance Counselor Lead Administrator, Nina
Hansen, on special projects geared to reduce violence in Florida’s schools. HERO’s humane
education programs span across the State of Florida and reach 17,000 children and youth annually. A
constant component of each presentation, special project or program tackles insensitivity towards
other animals, which can lead to animal abuse and neglect, bullying and violent acts. HERO and
Susan Hargreaves have both a professional and personal vested interest in changing the culture of
apathy and bullying that currently runs rampant in schools and evidenced by recent headlines. Acts
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of cruelty committed like the Hawthorne case completely contradict the work of humane educators
and violence prevention specialists like Susan Hargreaves, Florida humane educators who are
spending their resources, time, and skill on promoting the humane treatment of all beings including
the rights of Florida’s students to attend school free of the fear of being bullied.
Examples of HERO contributions to humane education and actions to prevent animal cruelty,
bullying and violence using public recognition of positive, kind acts by school children include: (1)
Media has extensively featured the Animal Hero Awards program, designed to publicly acclaim
youth who have made ethical decisions that help others in spite of contrary peer or societal
pressures; (2) Susan Hargreaves addressed a group of seventy teachers on June 28, 2010 at the
Bridge to Prevention workshop for Broward County School teachers in response to an increase in
violent acts perpetrated on students by other students. (3) HERO presented a day of presentations at
Deerfield Beach Middle School in Broward County after thirteen-year-olds doused another thirteenyear-old, Deerfield Beach Middle School student with gasoline and set the student on fire. This is
the same school where a neighboring high school student set upon a student and beat badly enough
to put her in a coma, suffered severe brain damage, and is now re-learning basic skills.
x

Please see the attached Sun Sentinel article about Sydale Clark, an Oriole Elementary 5th
Grade student who attended an assembly program at his school presented by Susan
Hargreaves. Sydale received an Animal Hero card (attached), which contains a pledge about
helping all animals at the assembly. One week later Sydale rescued an injured Mourning
Dove, in spite of his friends telling him not to bother. “If I don’t help this bird, who will?”
Sydale said.

x

See attached Dec. 18, 2008 Miami Herald newspaper article, Kind Kids Honored where
Allapattah Middle School students and a Lenore B. Smith Elementary student rescued an
eight-month-old puppy, beaten and stuffed down a sewer grate in their Liberty City
neighborhood. The dog had her leg amputated due to injuries. Susan Hargreaves gave each
student Extraordinary Animal Hero Awards at their respective schools, covered extensively
in the news.
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x

See the attached Sept. 29, 2010 TCPalm article Stuart grade-school students urged to
become ‘animal heroes’, highlighting one of the presentations to promote empathy and
humane choices regarding others.

x

See the Sept. 29, 2010 Jupiter Courier article Important Lessons in Kindness, quoting Susan
Hargreaves, “My mission is to foster compassion for all animals, from domestic to wildlife to
farm animals and those that are used for entertainment.”

x

See the attached Jan. 2, 2011 Jupiter Courier article Ricky Williams honors Animal Hero
Kids, featuring football player Ricky Williams and Susan Hargreaves.
Karen Davis alerted Susan Hargreaves to the Hawthorne High School animal cruelty case,

sharing public records obtained by UPC, including depositions by students Rodney Tillman and
Samantha Faircloth, who were present in Allen Shaw’s classroom on April 15, 2009 when chickens
were being slaughtered (i.e., being decapitated and subjected to cervical dislocation, referred to by
the students as “popping” the chickens’ necks). This student testimony indicates that Allen Shaw’s
classroom was in a condition of chaos, animal cruelty and mayhem, including students ripping off
the heads of live chickens. Teacher-sanctioned animal cruelty resulting in the suffering and violent
death of hens at the hands of students is a horrific example of what is wrong with a Florida School
Board that allows curriculum to encompass the killing of animals. How can we counteract bullying
in the schools while encouraging the victimization of those species who cannot defend themselves?
To learn more about Susan Hargreaves and HERO, go to www.humaneeducatorsreachingout.com.
Statement of Substantial Interest (UPC):
United Poultry Concerns: Origin and Mission
United Poultry Concerns is a (501(c)(3) nonprofit organization that addresses the treatment
of domestic fowl in food production, science, education, entertainment, and human companionship
situations. Incorporated in Maryland in 1990, and headquartered in Virginia where the organization
maintains a sanctuary for abused and neglected chickens and ducks, United Poultry Concerns is an
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Animal Charities of America member of the Combined Federal Campaign which requires an annual
demonstration of services rendered in at least fifteen U.S. states. United Poultry Concerns has
members in all fifty states including Florida.
The mission of United Poultry Concerns (UPC) is to promote the compassionate and
respectful treatment of domestic fowl. UPC does this through its quarterly magazine Poultry Press,
its Web site at www.UPC-online.org, its sanctuary for chickens in Virginia, and its educational
programs and publications, including exhibits, literature and lectures presented at state and national
science teachers’ conferences. United Poultry Concerns seeks to make the public aware of how
domestic fowl (poultry) are treated by society and to show how society’s treatment of these birds
affects human health, ethics, education, occupational safety, and the environment. UPC promotes
humane alternatives to procedures that cause or would be likely to cause unnecessary suffering and
harm to chickens and other domestic fowl.
Education is a primary focus of United Poultry Concerns. UPC promotes humane education
at all grade levels, K-12 and above, including opportunities for students and teachers to visit UPC’s
chicken sanctuary on the Eastern Shore of Virginia. United Poultry Concerns’ President and
Founder, Karen Davis, has a PhD in English from the University of Maryland, College Park, where
she taught for twelve years in the English Department, and before that, she worked as a Juvenile
Probation Officer-Aftercare Counselor in the Department of Juvenile Services in Baltimore
Maryland for five years. Dr. Davis has an extensive background with children and teenagers as a
classroom teacher, family counselor and law enforcement officer in addition to her work on behalf of
abused animals and domestic fowl. Consequently, she has expert knowledge of and a substantial
interest in humane education as it affects both students and animals.
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United Poultry Concerns and the State of Florida v. Robert Gordon and Patrick Dougan
On July 14, 2009, United Poultry Concerns President Karen Davis was contacted by
Geoffrey C. Fleck, Assistant State Attorney in the Eighth Judicial Circuit of Florida, regarding an
animal cruelty case arising from a video clip that had been posted on the Internet showing a live
chicken being bashed on the ground by Robert Gordon, a student at Hawthorne High School in
Alachua County, Florida, in association with a classmate, Patrick Dougan, who said, “Tear it apart,”
then said, “if you want to see more of that, come out to Hawthorne High School.” The video, shot by
another student, Samantha Faircloth, took place while the students were participating in a chicken
slaughtering class conducted by a Future Farmers of America teacher, Allen Shaw, at Hawthorne
High School on April 15, 2009.
Attorney Geoffrey Fleck explained to UPC President Karen Davis that his office was
prosecuting Patrick Dougan and Robert Gordon for felony animal cruelty under section 828.27(1)(d)
in which Cruelty is defined as “any act of neglect, torture, or torment that causes unjustifiable pain
or suffering of an animal.” Mr. Fleck explained that he wanted to qualify Ms. Davis as an expert to
provide an informed opinion, based upon reasonable certainty, whether chickens feel pain and have
intelligence. This would entail both behavioral evidence and explaining biologically that a chicken
being smashed on the ground and suffering a broken neck would feel pain.
Responding to Mr. Fleck’s request, Ms. Davis provided him with a summary of scientific
information on the mental complexity of chickens including their capacity for pain and suffering and
agreed to testify for the state at trial in the case of State of Florida v. Robert Gordon and Patrick
Dougan. Subsequently, Mr. Fleck informed Ms. Davis that he reluctantly dropped the charges
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against Patrick Dougan and Robert Gordon due to conflicting accounts of the episode depicted in the
video clip.
On April 22, 2010, United Poultry Concerns filed a Public Records Request for all records,
documents and related material, in the matter of State of Florida v. Robert Gordon and Patrick
Dougan, from the Florida State Attorney’s Office under the Florida Public Records Act, Chapter
119, section 1 of the Florida Statutes; and on April 23, 2010, United Poultry Concerns filed a Public
Records Request for all records, documents and related material in the matter of State of Florida v.
Robert Gordon and Patrick Dougan, from the Alachua County Department of Animal Services. The
requested Public Records were made available to United Poultry Concerns in a package dated May
10, 2010 from the Office of the State Attorney, Eighth Judicial Circuit, 120 West University
Avenue, Gainesville, Florida 32601.
The Public Records documents obtained by United Poultry Concerns include depositions by
students Rodney Tillman and Samantha Faircloth who were present in Allen Shaw’s classroom on
April 15, 2009 when the chickens were being slaughtered (i.e., being decapitated and subjected to
cervical dislocation, referred to by the students as “popping” the chickens’ necks). This student
testimony indicates that Allen Shaw’s classroom was in a condition of chaos, animal cruelty and
mayhem, including students ripping off the heads of live chickens, during which time Rodney
Tillman said of Mr. Shaw, under direct examination by Mr. Fleck, “I think he [Allen Shaw] had his
back turned.”
The Public Record includes a summary dated May 5, 2009, by investigating officers with the
Alachua County Department of Animal Services, in which Robert Craig, Principal of Hawthorne
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High School, reportedly “stated he knew nothing” about the videotaped chicken bashing episode on
school property, and “in fact he did not believe that they had any animals housed on campus.”
Examples of United Poultry Concerns’ contributions to humane education and actions against
cruelty to domestic fowl in educational settings:
x

Virginia Association of Science Teachers. United Poultry Concerns does annual
presentations at the Virginia Association of Science Teachers conferences on “Appreciating
Birds” including avian embryology, bird habits, families and natural behavior, and Humane
Alternatives to Classroom Chick Hatching Projects. www.upc-online.org/hatching/.

x

The Community School. 2009. United Poultry Concerns publicized and sought to prevent
repeat performances of the “Chicken Project” at The Community School (a private K-12
school) in Sun Valley, Idaho, in which eighth-grade students slaughtered sixteen chickens
they had raised for six weeks at the school on November 2, 2009 as part of a “Food Unit”
course. To date, the heavily criticized “Chicken Project” has not been repeated at The
Community School.

x

Canandaigua Academy. 2008-2009. Following a year-long campaign to eliminate a chickenslaughter project at Canandaigua Academy in Canandaigua, NY, United Poultry Concerns
with the assistance of legal counsel for the Humane Society of New York prompted the New
York State Department of Education to enforce NYS Education Law, Section 809 - Humane
Treatment of Live Vertebrate Animals, which prohibits studies that employ “termination of
life” procedures. The Department of Education suspended the “chicken slaughter project” for
the school district’s failure to apply for a waiver as required by law, then denied the
Canandaigua City School District’s application. In February 2009, The President of the
Board of Education of the Canandaigua City School District announced it would no longer
use chickens in its program.

x

Spring Arbor University. 2008. United Poultry Concerns provided educational materials to
Spring Arbor University in Spring Arbor Michigan concerning Spring Arbor’s use of live
chickens in its CORE 100 educational program at Cedar Bends Farm. Dr. Betty OvertonAdkins, Vice President for Academic Affairs wrote to United Poultry Concerns on
November 17, 2008: “We are circulating to our CORE 100 team the materials you sent.”

x

Kansas State University. 2007. United Poultry Concerns persuaded the KSU administration
to enforce its policy against “bringing contraband items into a University venue or throwing
any object at the playing area during an athletic event” following an episode on February 19,
2007 in which students threw four chickens 30 feet from the stands onto the basketball court
as a “student prank” resulting in injury and death to the birds. No further incidences of this
type have been reported.
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x

Carnegie Science Center. 2000-2001. United Poultry Concerns worked to stop the Carnegie
Science Center in Pittsburgh, PA from opening a children’s “Early Animal Habitat Zone &
Chick Hatchery” exhibit in 2000, on grounds of animal cruelty and public misinformation.
Following the opening of the exhibit, UPC persuaded the Carnegie Science Center to shut
down the hatchery exhibit. In an email dated October 16, 2001, UPC was advised that
“Carnegie Science Center has ceased the chick hatchery operation due to its failure as an
educational exhibit.”

x

Olathe Unified School District. 1999. United Poultry Concerns persuaded the Olathe District
Schools Science Program in Olathe, Kansas to eliminate from the curriculum its BSCS
laboratory exercise “The Behavior and Development of Chicks” following an investigation
into the cruelty and uselessness of this program and its desensitizing effect on the students. In
a formal letter dated December 15, 1999, the Olathe District Schools Science Coordinator
advised UPC that the BSCS program “will no longer be used in Olathe District Schools
science courses.”

x

Horizon High School. 1997. UPC persuaded Horizon High School in Phoenix, Arizona in
1997 to adopt a Code of Ethics after a gang of high school seniors released fifty hens on
school property on April 11, 1997, and proceeded to abuse and kill them for fun.
HERO and UPC qualify as “person[s]” as defined by FS 120.52(14) and FS 1.01(3) (includes

corporations and all other groups or combinations) having a “substantial interest in” implementing
FS 1006.31(4)(c). As explained above, UPC’s Executive Director Karen Davis, Ph.D. was solicited
by Alachua County Prosecuting Attorney Geoffrey Fleck to provide expert testimony on the alleged
animal cruelty committed by students at Hawthorne High School in relation to brutally mishandling
a chicken kept on school grounds as part of an instructional course on raising and killing chickens.
PROPOSED RULEMAKING
First, the Department must apply a liberal construction to all provisions of the Florida K-20
Education Code “to the end that its objectives may be effected.” FS 1000.01(2). Those objectives
arise from FS 1006.31(4)(c), FS 1003.42(2)(k), and FS 1003.47(1)(a, g). The Hawthorne High
School course, run by an incompetent FFA teacher, housing birds on school grounds without the
knowledge of the principal, provides a crisp illustration why the Department must enact rules to
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deter such future subversion of the Code’s humane treatment objectives. Further, the Department
should review Ch. 583-585 FS concerning animal disease, inspection, control, and poultry carcass
handling regulations to the extent not harmonized with a middle or high school environment,
particularly given the risk of exposing children to pandemic avian (H5N1) flu. See
www.doh.state.fl.us/Disease_ctrl/epi/htopics/BirdFlu.htm. Lastly, the cavalier tossing of dying
chickens’ sometimes bloodied and headless bodies into a bucket no doubt spreads blood-borne
pathogens throughout the classroom, exposing children to possible zoonoses without any notable
protection.2 To that end, Petitioners offer their expertise and resources to assist the Department.
FS 1006.31(4)(c) requires the SIMC to establish performance standards that require
instructional materials to encourage “humane treatment of people and animals.” Rules prohibiting
animal slaughter in the classroom would effectuate this precise goal and fairly meet the directive of
FS 1006.31(4)(c). However, to take no steps in this regard (at least none found in the FAC or any
other guidelines issued by the Department3) evinces utter disregard for legislative command. If there
were ever a time to enact rules, it has come in the visage of Hawthorne High.
FS 1003.42(2)(k) requires members of public school instructional staff to teach “kindness to
animals” in a manner “efficiently and faithfully, using the books and materials required to meet the
highest standards of professionalism … following the prescribed courses of study, and employing
approved methods of instruction.” Whether in theory or as applied, precious little of Mr. Shaw’s
“Broiler Project” even remotely touches upon this requirement. Though no rulemaking mandate
flows from FS 1003.42(2)(k), nothing prevents the Department from undertaking discretionary
2

The Gordon video does not show him wearing a mask or gloves. It is not believed that Mr. Shaw had the students wear
smocks, gloves, masks, boots, or other clothing impermeable to organic matter to protect them from contracting disease,
much less suffering personal injury from improper restraint of the birds.
3

A public records request turned up nothing responsive.
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rulemaking to provide additional guidance to schools with woefully inadequate programming
oversight as seen here.
FS 1003.47(1)(a) bars surgery or dissection of birds in public schools. For the reasons stated
above, and given the state of poultry science as of 2010, no justification exists to permit another
“Broiler Project” in any Florida K-12 school, particularly by individuals without expert
qualifications or competence as seen in the case of Mr. Shaw. FS 1003.47(1)(g) requires supervision
of a “competent science teacher” and, “whenever feasible, specifically qualified experts in the field
should be consulted.” Lastly, most disturbing is Principal Craig’s utter lack of familiarity with the
fact that likely dozens of chickens resided on campus. FS 1003.47(1)(h) forbids keeping of live
animals on school grounds unless humanely and safely kept.
CONCLUSION
Ms. Hargreaves, Dr. Davis, HERO, and UPC ask that the Commissioner give due
consideration to this petition and proceed with the necessary steps to promulgate new or clarified
rules in the areas of humane treatment identified above, including but not limited to banning animal
slaughter in the classroom.
Dated this Mar. 9, 2011
ANIMAL LAW OFFICES
Digitally signed by Adam P. Karp
Location: Bellingham, WA
'Date: 2011.03.09 12:56:10 -08'00

_______________________________
Adam P. Karp, WSB No. 28622
Attorney for Petitioners Davis, UPC, Hargreaves, and HERO
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ERIC J. SMITH
Commissioner of Department of Education
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(850) 245-0505
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(352) 481-1900
F: (352) 481-4859
jacksonvl@gm.sbac.edu

____
__________________________
Adam P. Karp, WSBA No. 28622
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17 June 2010
Karen Davis, Ph.D.
President
United Poultry Concerns, Inc.
PO Box 150
Machipongo VA 23405-0150
Dr. Davis:
You have asked me in my capacity as a professor and veterinarian to provide a professional opinion on
the killing of birds, particularly poultry such as chickens, by the technique known as cervical dislocation.
You stated that this was being taught and done at Hawthorne High School in Alachua County, Florida.
For identification purposes, I am Emeritus Professor of Veterinary Medicine at the University of
California. Much of my career has involved dealing with farmed animals including chickens.
Although cervical dislocation may (this is an important qualification) be an effective method of killing
chickens, it has to be applied properly. Nevertheless, there are no scientific studies to confirm that this
method is truly humane. In fact, loss of consciousness may not be instantaneous and electrical activity
in the brain may persist for many seconds suggesting that the individual can continue to feel pain and
suffer during this time.1,2,4,5,6 Even if decapitation occurs, this does not result in instantaneous death and
suffering can continue for some seconds.2,3,4,5,6 It is reasonable to conclude, therefore, that movement
on the part of animals subjected to these procedures is not simply reflexive and indicates suffering for at
least some time after the procedure.
Because the students were being taught the technique of cervical dislocation, it should be obvious that
no student likely had the skills to “properly” do this procedure. In cases such as this, professionals such
as myself and my colleagues1 recommend that the birds first be anesthetized. This must be done
through acceptable veterinary methods. In the event of incorrect application, this would allow the
instructor the opportunity to then kill the individual immediately so that suffering will not occur.
If there are further questions or if I can be of further assistance, please let me know.

Nedim C. Buyukmihci, V.M.D.
Emeritus Professor of Veterinary Medicine
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Oriole Elementary student honored for saving bird
The Wildlife Care Center recently honored Oriole Elementary School fourth
grader Sydale Clark for saving the life of an injured bird.
Clark had attended one of Susan Hargreaves' lectures on the humane
treatment of animals. After watching a slide show of some of the Wildlife Care
Center's patients and their eventual release into the wild, Clark remembered
Hargreaves' message.
"He was on his way to school one morning when he saw an injured mourning dove," Hargreaves said. "He remembered exactly
what I told him, cutting holes in a cardboard box to keep the bird in, and then keeping the bird in a quiet, safe place until our
ambulance could pick the bird up."
Hargreaves thought it would be a good idea to recognize Clark for his treatment of the dove. Clark received a certificate
declaring him an "Extraordinary Animal Hero" at a school assembly.
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Sydale's mother "told me he's always been kind to animals," Hargreaves said. "She said when they lived in California he took a
baby hawk that had fallen out of its nest and climbed the tree to put him back in, even after she told him not to."
The mourning dove fully recovered and was released into the wild.
Pine Crest School holiday concert tonight
Pine Crest School's choral and strings holiday concert will be at 7 p.m. tonight in the Stacy Auditorium of Pine Crest School,
1501 NE 62nd St., in Fort Lauderdale.
The concert will feature students from Pine Crest's lower, middle and upper schools. Admission to the concert is free. Call
954 492 4197.
Send school related information to Class Notes, Sun Sentinel, 200 E. Las Olas Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla., 33301 2293.
Photographs will be accepted if subjects are identified. Announcements should be sent two weeks in advance.
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KIND KIDS HONORED
BY BREANNE GILPATRICK bgilpatrick@MiamiHerald.com
The students say they didn't think they were doing anything special.
But a local animal organization called them heroes, and honored
them Thursday for saving a puppy that was shoved down a sewer
grate earlier this year in Miami.
Humane Educators Reaching Out, a humane education organization,
presented awards to seven Miami Dade students at ceremonies
Thursday at Lenora Braynon Smith Elementary School and the
adjacent Allapattah Middle School.
The students
Jakara Viel, 8; Ladena Parks, 9; Rantrell
Johnson, 12; and Janika Viel, Paulemy Senat, Dominique Lowe, and
Julian Brown, all 13
had been out playing when they saw
someone trying to stuff Winnie, a German shepherd mix, down a
sewer grate.
One of them ran to find the neighborhood's local "dog lady," who
crawled into the sewer and retrieved Winnie after another
neighbor pried off a nearby manhole cover.
One of the dog's rear legs was badly broken, and had to be
amputated. But those honoring the children said their efforts
probably saved Winnie's life.
"When children show bravery and determination to help another
being, they should be honored," said Susan Hargreaves, founder
of Humane Educators Reaching Out. "Not that they need
recognition, because they feel they were just doing what seemed
like their only option. But it's such a positive act that it
needs to be recognized."
Photo Byline ANGEL VALENTIN/FOR THE MIAMI HERALD WINNIE AND HER
HEROES: Animal advocate Susan Hargreaves, center, visits
Allapattah Middle School to recognize children who helped rescue
this dog. From left are Paulemy Senat, 13, Rantrel Johnson, 12,
Dominique Lowe, 13, and Janika Viel, 13.
Original link: http //www.miamiherald.com/news/miami-dade/story/819027.html
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Pet-a-Palooza & Adopt-a-thon
Saturday, October 23rd, 2010
10 am – 2pm
at the Treasure Coast Square Mall

Adopt a pet, Have a pet, Love a pet … don’t miss this event !!
Every Animal Rescue in Martin and St. Lucie Counties will be there … will you?

Be Kind to All Animals
Poster Contest
Artistically encourage others to be
kind to all species of animals
Prizes for the most inclusive....
the most original....
Top 10 posters will be displayed in
Blake Library November 8-15, 2010.
All submissions can be brought or mailed to any
Martin County Library Branch before October 20.
For more info call 561-575-5517.

This sweet little guy is Maxwell. He will be looking
for his forever home at this event.

x
x
x
x
x

Participating Groups:
Treasure Coast Spay/Neuter Alliance
Hobe Sound Animal Protection League
Dogs and Cats Forever
Humane Society of the Treasure Coast
All Pet Rescue

x
x
x
x
x

Humane Society of St. Lucie County
United for Animals
Animal Birth Control
Domino’s House
Animal Rescue Foundation

For more information call 561-575-5517.
PRESENTED BY

Sponsored by

Caring Fields Education Center and “Help Us Help Them” Fund
of the Pegasus Foundation

Stuart grade-school students urged to become 'animal heroes' : TCPalm
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By Kim Hughes
Wednesday, September 29, 2010

STUART — If you saw a tall black-and-white cat prowling the halls of J.D. Parker
Elementary School on Wednesday, you weren’t hallucinating. The costumed character
– Kitty T Cat – was part of Susan Hargreaves’ presentation to students on humane
education.
Hargreaves, director of education at Pegasus Caring Fields Education Center in Palm
City and executive director of the National Animal Hero Program, was at the school
making multiple presentations to various age groups about having compassion and
respect for animals.
Kitty T Cat — portrayed by fourth-grader Devyn Edwards — helped Hargreaves share
her message.
With more than 30 years of experience as a humane educator, Hargreaves said her
goal is “to promote kindness to animals and let children know how they can be heroes
to animals.”
Betsy Gunderson, a fourth-grade teacher at the school, was thrilled to be able to share
Hargreaves with her students. An animal lover herself, Gunderson initially called
Hargreaves to get specifics about the “Be Kind to All Animals” poster contest.
When Hargreaves mentioned to Gunderson that she offers free educational
presentations, an immediate invitation was issued.
“Every child in the world should learn about animal compassion,” Gunderson said.
Using a slide show, Hargreaves shared stories of animals that have been rescued by
“animal heroes,” many of them kids. She detailed what life was like for these animals
before those “heroes” stepped in and how far they had come since being rescued.
Explaining the importance of spaying and neutering animals, Hargreaves offered this
statistic to get the students thinking: Cats are the No. 1 abandoned animal in the United
States.
Of dogs, she said, “If I could put eight dogs in every home in the U.S., do you know
there still wouldn’t be enough homes for the dogs that exist right now?”
Hargreaves discussed ways in which the students can become “animal heroes,”
including participating in the poster contest and attending an upcoming “Adopt-A-Thon”
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at Treasure Coast Square Mall on Oct. 23.
Gunderson’s students were eager to share stories about animals they had rescued
from bad situations and about their own pets. All were enthusiastic about getting
started on their posters for the contest.
Hargreaves inspired them by saying, “Close your eyes for a second and try to picture
what you’re going to draw if you were going to have to give a message to someone to
be kind to all animals.”
How You Can Get Involved
Animal lovers of all ages (including adults) can enter the “Be Kind to All Animals” poster
contest by artistically encouraging others to show compassion to all species of
animals. Submissions can be dropped off at or mailed to any Martin County Library
System branch before Oct. 20. Prizes will be awarded and the top 10 posters will be
displayed at Blake Library in Stuart Nov. 8-15.
Attend the Pet-a-Palooza and Adopt-a-thon at Treasure Coast Square Mall in Jensen
Beach on Oct. 23 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Participating groups include: Treasure Coast
Spay/Neuter Alliance; Hobe Sound Animal Protection League; Dogs and Cats Forever;
Humane Society of the Treasure Coast; All Pet Rescue; Humane Society of St. Lucie
County; Animal Birth Control; United for Animals; Domino’s House; and Animal Rescue
Foundation.
If you’re interested in learning more about the events above or in having a free
educational presentation, organizing a field trip to Caring Fields Education Center or
getting a free DVD titled “Be an Animal Hero, call 561-575-5517. You can also visit
www.kidshelpanimals.com.
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ANIMAL HERO CARD
Caring Fields Animal Sanctuary Education Center
An afliate of The Pegasus Foundation
www.caringelds.org

Caring Fields Animal Sanctuary Education Center
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I

I

I

pledge to be kind to the other animals
and to the earth.
I will never harm an animal.
I promise to help any animal in danger.
I realize that wild animals need to stay with
their families in their natural homes.
I will be kind to this earth by recycling,
and never littering.
I will never ignore an animal in need.
I will be part of the solution for homeless
animals and promise to adopt not shop.

Caring Fields Animal Sanctuary
Education Center - Book a Free Program, call ................................ 772-219-8311
ERAF-Horse Rescue and Adoption.................................................................561-622-6539
HSAPL-Cat Rescue ...........................................................................................772-463-9546
FPAW -Help for Injured, orphaned wildlife ..................................................561-793-2473
Safe Harbor for Cats & Dogs...........................................................................561-747-1598
Busch Wildlife Sanctuary .................................................................................561-575-3399
Peggy Adams Animal Rescue..........................................................................561-686-3663
Marine Life Center-Help for Sea Turtles..........................................................561-627-8280
PBC Animal Care and Control........................................................................561-233-1200
Humane Society of the Treasure Coast ..........................................................772-223-8822
Dogs & Cats Forever.........................................................................................772-485-4458
Humane Society of St. Lucie County .............................................................772-461-0687
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